DATE: January 18, 2002

MACHINE: Model C Spike Driver
Netp Chemical Tie Plugger
Tripp

SERIAL NUMBER(S): Model C: 410201 – 410325 (except BNSF Machines)
Netp: 510013 – 510014
Tripp: 760126 - 760136

SUBJECT: Electric Emergency Pump Wiring (24-volt)

The optional Electric Emergency Pump on some of these machines was wired using #10 AWG wire for the power and ground connections. The current draw of the pump motor exceeds the current rating of this size wire. It is highly recommended that the Emergency Pump be rewired using #0 AWG to replace the #10 AWG. The following wires must be changed: Starter to Power Relay; Power Relay to +24V terminal on Motor; GND terminal on Motor to Pump Capscrew. Failure to rewire these pumps will cause circuit failure.

Wire of the correct size may be obtained for no charge by contacting the NORDCO Service Department at 1-800-445-9258. Please be sure to have the serial number of the machine available when calling.